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Framework outline

I Two players: a hider (she) and a seeker (he)

I Hider’s story is either compromising or non-compromising
I Seeker aims to find and expose only compromising stories
I Hider’s

non-compromising

story is protected at some exogenous
default level
I default protection: privacy laws, encryption of data in WhatsApp,

US tradition of no trespassing, royal family security protocols
I Hider chooses the level of protection for compromising story

I selective protection: one’s habits on social media, company’s press
releases

I selective protection is costless but subject to a constraint

I Hider publicly commits to the level of selective protection
I The story type and the realised level of protection are initially

private to the hider
I Seeker can learn the story at a cost
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Other examples

I company hiding financial problems

I bank hiding the depletion of cash reserves

I politician hiding her misdeeds
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Results preview
I What is the optimal level of selective protection?

I Trade-off: stronger protection ↓ effectiveness and ↑ duration of
learning

Result 1
If the default protection is weak, the optimal strength of selective
protection is low

Result 2
Hider benefits from stronger default protection

⇒ strict privacy laws

Privacy Paradox (Norberg et al (2007))

People say they value privacy highly but behave as if they value it
very little.

Result 3
When the hider controls the number of seekers, the open access
policy with infinite number of seekers is optimal if the discount rate
is sufficiently low.
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Model
I Hider commits to the level of selective protection,

parametrized by µ1 > 0. The level of default protection
µ0 > 0 is exogenous.

I Hider gets involved in a story of type θ ∈ {0, 1}
I θ = 1: compromising story
I θ = 0: non-compromising story

Seeker knows µ0 and µ1, and believes Pr(θ = 1) = p
I Seeker learns the story through Poisson process with rate µθ

and at flow cost c > 0.
I Seeker gets 1 if he reports a compromising story and a

negative payoff if he reports a non-compromising story. To
report the story, the seeker has to learn it.

I Hider maximizes Pr the seeker fails to report the story.
I ⇒ cost of protection = 0

I No discounting

Assumption
Hider can choose any µ1 such that µ1 ≥ c/p

7 / 20
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If µ1 > µ0 ≥ c/p: seeker stops learning in finite time

0 T0
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0
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Result 1
If µ0 > c/p (default protection is weak), then the optimal selective
protection is even weaker: µ1 > µ0 at the optimum.
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Trade-off

(assuming µ1 > µ0 ≥ c/p)
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Trade-off

selective protection

Pr(no report)

cost effect (+)

speed effect (-)

revelation effect (+)

+ + = optimal protection

learning duration (-)

learning effectiveness (+)
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Optimal Protection
Theorem

µ1

µ0

c/p

µ1 = µ0

Pr no report
0 < P < 1

P = 0

P = 1

µ1 = µ∗
1 (µ0, c, p)
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Optimal Protection
Theorem
Under assumption µ1 ≥ c/p, the optimal selective protection is
characterized by µ∗1, which is a function of µ0, c , and p.
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Optimal Protection
Theorem
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Optimal Protection
Theorem
If µ0 ≤ c/p, then µ∗1 (µ0, c , p) = c/p. If µ0 > c/p, then
µ∗1 (µ0, c , p) > µ0 uniquely solves
µ1T (µ1, µ0, c , p)

µ1 − µ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
speed effect

= T (µ1, µ0, c , p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
revelation effect

+
1

(µ1 − µ0)(1− c/µ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost effect

.
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µ1 = µ0

Pr no report
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P = 1
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Result 2
The hider benefits from lower µ0, that is, from stronger default
protection.

I intuition: ↓ µ0 ⇒ ↑ (µ1 − µ0) ⇒ ↑ speed of learning ⇒
↓ duration of learning ⇒ ↑ Pr(no report)

Privacy Debate
I default protection — government responsibility
I selective protection — individual responsibility
Goal Protection of sensitive (compromising) information

Problem Default protection has high indirect cost since it limits
access to big data

Question Could providing tools for selective protection be a solution?

Answer No! Tools that facilitate selective protection might not be
used in practice in the absence of strong default protection
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Multiple Seekers
I Hider cannot control µ1 but can choose the number of seekers

n ≥ 1.

I Private learning: the seekers do not communicate with each other
I Competition: only the first seeker who reports a compromising

story derives a positive payoff (reports are public)
Revelation effect ↑ n ⇒ ↑ Pr story is revealed when the seekers are

searching for it ⇒ ↓ Pr(no report)
Speed effect ↑ n ⇒ p(t) ↓ faster ⇒ ↑ Pr(no report)

No cost effect n does not change the stopping belief threshold p(T )

Theorem
Under assumption µ1 ≥ c/p and no discounting, the optimal
privacy protection is n = +∞, that is, open access is optimal.

Theorem (Result 3)
Under assumption µ1 > c/p and discount rate ρ > 0, there exists
ρ∗ > 0 such that open access (n = +∞) is optimal if ρ < ρ∗ and
the strongest feasible protection (n = 1) is optimal if ρ > ρ∗.
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Literature

I Signaling games: Hagenbach and Koessler (2017), Daughety
and Reinganum (2010), Gradwohl and Smorodinsky (2017)
I action is observable; hider chooses suboptimal action (such as

low protection) to avoid signaling
I in our model, hider’s realized level of protection is unobservable

I Privacy as a tool:
I consumer privacy where anonymity helps to avoid price

discrimination: Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2006), Calzolari
and Pavan (2006), Conitzer at al (2012)

I reputation models where hider cares about public belief about
her either per se (Daughety and Reinganum (2010)) or in
context of repeated games (Mailath and Samuelson (2006))

I in our model, privacy has an intrinsic value
I privacy in Gradwohl (2018), Dziuda and Gradwohl (2015),

Gradwohl and Smorodinsky (2017) also has intrinsic value but
they study different environments
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Conclusion

I Given the default protection for non-compromising
information, the hider commits to the selective protection for
compromising information.

I If the default protection is weak, the optimal selective
protection is weak
I hider trades the effectiveness of the seeker’s learning and its

duration

I The hider benefits from stronger default protection ⇒ we need
strict privacy laws
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